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Introduction
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RPH: a decade of experience !
RPH Hire Services is a family owned business with many years of experience
in lifting equipment.

In recent years we identified a need within the removals industry for a
safe and efficient system of raising furniture to upper floor levels.

With the introduction of the machinery shown here, we have become
the country’s leading provider of External Elevators.

We continually review our service to ensure we adapt to our
customers’ changing needs, and are committed to solving

your access problems in a professional and friendly way.

To experience the benefits of our equipment, include
RPH in your next move.





The country’s leading
External Elevator hire
company, with a fleet 
of units and 25 years 
of experience.
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... for those heavy awkward 
household or industrial 
objects that just won’t 
squeeze their way up a

stairwell, you can now move
them with ease using the
RPH External Elevator.

“

”



ELEVATOR
Truck Mounted
The external elevator from RPH Hire Services is a unique
service enabling goods and materials to be hoisted up to 
almost any window, balcony or roof terrace, without the need
of scaffolding and a permanent hoist on site.

This service is particularly suitable for hoisting up a known
quantity of materials or equipment in a pre-arranged time span
economically and efficiently.

We would point out that RPH install and operate the elevator,
but are not able to provide general labour on site.

Prices include the hire of the elevators for a minimum
period of 3 hours on site complete with a trained

operator.

Your job made easy
l No scaffolding required.

l Flexible booking procedure.

l Installed in 15 minutes.

l Supplied with trained operator.

l From 1st to 12th floor (3m – 35m).

l 300kg – 400kg lifting capacity available.

l Hoisting Speed of elevation maximum 
50 metres per minute.

l No damage to interior walls and fittings.



9.30 a.m. The RPH operative arrives with the Truck Mounted
elevator. Parking for the external elevator and delivery
vehicle has been arranged by the hirer in advance.

9.45 a.m. The machine is already set up to access the fifth floor
by way of the penthouse terrace.

10.15 a.m. More than half the goods are already safely in the
new home.

11.30 a.m. The last items are swiftly moved in. The use of the
elevator has enabled the job to be completed in less
time and with less labour than alternative methods.

4 easy steps
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ELEVATOR
Trailer 
Mounted
Being mechanically erected, the elevator is quick 
to install. This means it can be repositioned quickly 
on site to a more convenient position as work
progresses.

The service we offer, includes onsite training in the
safe use and repositioning of the elevator, together
with provision for delivery and collection.

...the Trailer Mounted
Elevator is very useful in

tight built-up areas.
It is delivered ready for

use and taken away 
when finished with.

“

”



Key features
l Petrol operated with a 400kg lifting capacity.

l 25 metres height capacity.

l Wheeled into position. 

l Quick to install.

l Self operated or supplied with trained operator.
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...it just couldn’t be any smaller 
for a 200kg capacity trailer.

“
”
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ELEVATOR
Junior Trailer 
Mounted
The Junior Trailer Mounted Elevator is compact and has
the power to elevate large items weighing up to 200kg,
to 21 metres. (approximately the 4th floor).

Advantages
l Smallest possible space demand, even in 

operational state.

l Fits on account of the slide-in axle through
exceptionally narrow gaps, such as a 
pedestrian door (890mm / 3 foot).

l Can be towed by a passenger car.

l Maximum reliability and ease of operation as 
with all RPH External Elevators.
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ELEVATOR
Demountable
The Demountable Elevator is portable and able to access
all areas including courtyards, back gardens and office
lobbies. Nothing is too much trouble for this incredibly
dynamic elevator.

Advantages
l Can operate on grass. 

l 200kg lifting capacity.

l Fits though doorways and arches.



figure 2

figure 1

figure 3

THE PLATFORM
In Detail
The Truck Mounted Elevator is self-sufficient in terms of power
supply. It has a maximum lifting capacity of 400kg, a hoisting
speed of 50m/minute and will extend to a height of 35 metres.
The platform spreads out to 2700 x 1465mm, but these
dimensions can be exceeded by the item to be loaded, as long
as the load is secure and safe.
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1. The loading platform rotates for ease of use. Long items can
be loaded directly through a window or doorway (figure 2).

2. When the platform reaches window level, it can be pulled
towards the user to assist in off loading.

3. All sides fold down independently, allowing various configur-
ations. A secure box for small goods, a channel for long
items, and a flat floor for larger goods. There are plenty of
convenient tie-down points for complete safety (figure 3).

4. The load can be precisely levelled with the adjustable legs.

5. The carriage wheels are made from industrial nylon for
smooth running.

6. The winching mechanism is electronically controlled, with
soft start, normal travel and automatic soft stop.

7. A control box on the top section allows the platform to be
lowered to ground level.

8. The telescopic ladder sections give a large height range.

9. Pneumatic wheels protect the building. These can be ex-
tended for stability or to straddle larger openings.

10. The platform can be stopped at different heights to assist in
loading and off loading at ground level. (figure 1).

2700mm

1465mm
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ELEVATOR

...Carpet
One carpet weighing 350kg
elevated to second floor, 
no problem, no damage.
Operation takes no longer
than half an hour.

...Piano
The removal of any furniture
from height can cause
anxiety and stress. In this
case a piano is being
removed from an upper floor
level. With the RPH Elevator
it’s a breeze, out of the
window and straight into the
removal lorry.



OPERATIONS... 
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The elevator can be utilized to lift many awkward objects 
such as Air Conditioning Units, Kitchen items, Timber,
Roof Garden materials and so much more.



Garden Design, Construction & 
Pictures – The Garden Builders.

Garden Design – Andy Sturgeon.

...Can take up to a 400kg
load at a time. Lifted

externally, eliminates
damage to your customers

carpets and communal
stairwells. 

“

”



Struggling with your 
garden design logistics?
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l How am I going to get the materials up to the roof terrace?

l How am I going to protect the stairwell from dirty water?

l How am I going to ensure no damage is done inside the property?

l I can’t lift the planters on my own.

l What happens when the lorry unloads everything on the pavement?

The only answer is to use an
External Elevator from RPH!

...Call now to reserve the booking.



...Apartments at the top of
awkwardly shaped

staircases, at the back of
buildings, with no direct

access to the road.

“

”
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OPERATIONS AT
HEIGHT
35 Metres, 12 floors - the RPH elevator is equal to the task of
transporting awkward furniture safely.



Safety
Without a doubt the most important issue to
address when providing a service within the
construction industry. The implementation 

and constant monitoring of our Health and Safety
structure is taken very seriously by RPH. We are able to maintain a
high standard in this regard by working closely with the “BSC”
(British Safety Council) and an approved independent consultancy
firm. Being constantly updated with current legislation ensures 
that we are able to adopt the correct methods and procedures 
for the safe operation and installation of our equipment. This
ongoing committal is enforced by our appointed Health and Safety
officer who has the necessary qualifications in Company Safety
Managment.

Commissioning
In accordance with Health and Safety regulations, commissioning
(where applicable) of installed plant is always certified and carried
out in full by RPH’s qualified installers. This involves load testing the
equipment to ensure that it is safe to use within the manufacturers
stated capacity. Once the result of the test has proved satisfactory
a plant handover certificate can be issued to the customer.

All of our equipment 
is tested in 

accordance with 
Health and 

Safety regulations. 

“

”

HEALTH & SAFETY

INCORRECT
INCORRECT

CORRECTCORRECT



Plant Maintenance
All of our equipment is tested in accordance with Health and Safety
regulations, this is a very stringent examination and ensures our
equipment is maintained to a very high standard in accordance with
LOLER Regulations (Lifting Operation and Lifting Equipment
Regulations). Our equipment is checked in this way after every hire
and is not allowed to move from job to job without first going through
the formal testing procedure.
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...A photo sent by you
the customer can save

an unnecessary site
visit by us.

“

”

...Bookings 10 days in advance are
preferable - however we can attend

at short notice.

“
”
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HOW TO BOOK

1. Call RPH for a booking
We have a very flexible
booking procedure and due
to the fleet of elevators ready
for hire, can often attend site the
same day. Please see notes under
“help us help you”.

2. Arrange parking
When arranging parking with the
council, our elevator is not a crane
and does not require a crane licence.
All you need to ask for is suspension
for 2 spaces outside the property for
a domestic move. Some councils
supply an indemnity form that may
incur an additional cost.

3. You receive a hire contract 
Our hire contract is sent to you via
email or fax for you to check the date and time
of the operation (located on the top left hand side of
the contract). Please ensure all the address details
are correct.

4. Send back signed
Once you have received the contract please sign and
send back and make arrangements for payment if you
do not hold a credit account.

5. We arrive on site
Now everything is in order, we are ready to start lifting
your goods into place using the external elevator with
your lifting crew.



HELP US HELP YOU
When you call to discuss using an external elevator, the following information
can greatly assist us in providing the correct specification required.

l Height. Which floor is the elevator needed to reach? 
A reasonably accurate estimate of actual height is also useful.

l Vehicle Access. Are there any height or width restrictions which could
make positioning the unit difficult?

l Obstructions. Are there any of the following which may interfere with 
the machine’s operation - street furniture, trees, overhead cables, steps,
boundary walls? If so, where are they in relation to the job to be done?

l Ground. Is the area where the unit is to be sited firm and reasonably level?

l Parking. Parking must be suspended in the immediate area by the hirer, 
to ensure  the elevator can be accurately positioned under the window 
or balcony where the goods are to be transferred.

If there is any uncertainty, it may be possible to conduct a site survey. 
Our office will advise you when you call.
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RPH HIRE SERVICES, Brook Road, Redhill, Surrey RH1 6DW.

T 01737 78 44 44        F 01737 78 44 47        E thehoistpeople@rphhire.com

Company Registration No. LP11642.  VAT Registration No. 324 7373 58




